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What is gloCOM GO?
gloCOM GO is a Mobile Unified Communications App designed to provide business users 
with features and benefits capable of transforming your company’s communications system 
into a real powerhouse. 

Available on Android and iOS.

Tightly integrated with PBXware.

Experience efficiency at its best on the gloCOM GO Unified Communications App.

    gloCOM Desktop            gloCOM GO

    gloCOM Meeting           gloCOM Web
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Essential Unified Communications Features & Benefits

             CALL CONTROL 

gloCOM GO has an extensive set of features regarding call control: click to call, hold and 
transfer calls, mute, transfer and pause calls, as well as voicemail. 

             CHAT AND PRESENCE

Presence is synced between all of the registered 
devices. You can update your presence in the 
profile section by selecting your current status. 

You can rename, add participants or start 
conference calls from existing group chats. You 
can also delete messages, reply to them, and 
transfer the role of chat administrator to another 
participant. 

Reorder or pin important conversations and 
messaging for even more effective team 
communication.

You can record and send voice messages in 
chat conversations and play received voice 
messages.

The chat is fully synced between all users’ 
devices (Desktop & Mobile).

 

             UNIFIED CALL HISTORY

The call history list lets you directly see placed, missed, and received calls in your gloCOM 
GO Mobile App. Any calls taken from gloCOM Dekstop App are synced on gloCOM GO, 
including marking and deleting the calls. 

Unified call history is fully synced between all users’ devices (Desktop & Mobile).

 



             CONFERENCING

gloCOM GO allows you to join existing static and dynamic conferences on the system, 
check conference participants and invite new users to the conference. Users can also mute 
and kick conference members out of a meeting depending on the assigned conference 
privileges.

             FILE SHARING

Share files directly from gloCOM GO interface to group chat or individually. The expiration 
time of downloaded files can be modified on PBXware (the default expiration time is two 
weeks). 

             SIP OVER MOBILE NETWORK

You can control whether gloCOM GO will use the mobile network for sip traffic or not. Helpful 
in avoiding charges if you are currently in roaming on different networks. 
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           SMS & MMS

The SMS feature allows you to send & receive SMS messages in gloCOM GO for iOS & 
Android platforms. A search of existing SMS conversations and a full-text search function 
within a SMS Conversation are also provided. 

The MMS feature allows you to send media such as videos, pictures, audio clips, GIFs, etc.

 

             PBXware DIRECTORY

PBXware directory will allow you to see all the extensions in the PBXware directory with the 
option to hide or block them and set an alias for each of the PBXware extensions.

             EASY QR BASED LOGIN

Instead of manually entering your e-mail, password, and server address on the first login, 
you can scan the QR Code sent to your e-mail from your mobile app, and all the information 
will be entered automatically. 
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             GSM CALLBACK

In case of poor network quality, gloCOM GO can use the callback feature to make calls via 
GSM. After you dial a number on your gloCOM GO, the callback will be initiated, and your 
mobile phone will be called by PBXware. Once you answer the phone, a call to the number 
you dialed will be initiated. 

             PREDICTIVE DIALER

You can search the phone screen by phonewords (mnemonic phrases represented as 
alphanumeric equivalents of a telephone number). If you type “34”, you will be presented 
with contacts that have 34 in their number, as well as contacts whose name contains a 
combination of letters [DEF][GHI].

 

             LIGHT, DARK AND SYSTEM THEMES

Choose the appearance of gloCOM GO Mobile App according to your preferences and 
toggle between light, dark, and system themes.



Choose Hosted or On-Premise

At Bicom Systems, we offer both hosted and on-premise solutions for Unified 
Communications.

Why choose hosted?
When you choose the hosted deployment option, you are relieved of the burden of 
purchasing and maintaining the hardware. We do all of that work for you.

Why choose on-premise?
Companies opting for the on-premise solution have complete control over their servers 
and data.
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